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ABSTRACT 
We consider the SSOR and USSOR methods in order to approximate the solution 
of the linear system Ax = b. We establish a bound for the norm of e,, = x - x,, in 
terms of the norms of 8,~ = x,, - x,,_ 1, 8,,+ t, and their inner product, where x,, is 
the nth iteration vector obtained using the USSOR method. Similar results are given 
fbr the SSOR method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  
A_~ =b (1 .1)  
be  a l inear  system, where  x, b ~ C" ,  wi th  b know1 and x unknown,  and  
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A ~ C ..... is a large, sparse, invertible matrix with nonvanishing diagonal 
entries. We consider the following splitting of A: 
A=D-E-F ,  
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements identical to those of 
A, and E and F are strictly lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively, 
obtained from A. 
In order to approximate he solution of the linear system (1.1) we can use 
the Jaeobi method presented by Hatcher [3] in the following form: 
2cn+1 = BTcn + k, n = 0,1 . . . . .  
where B = L + U, k = D-1/2b,  with L = D-1/2ED -1/2 and U = 
D- J /2FD 1/2. 
In the sequel we consider A of (1.1) a symmetric, positive definite and 
consistently ordered matrix. Thus, assuming the matrix A in the form 
we have 
with N = D- I /2ED 1/2. 
Let 
and 
0 N r ] (1.3) 
B=[N 
L~ = ( I  - toL ) - ' [ (1  - to ) I  + to~:l,  
Uo, = ( I  - wU) - l [ (1  - to ) I  + toL] ,  
~o  = GL~,  so~o,, = Vo,,L~, 
with to and to' real parameters. With this notation, the iterative method 
Xn+l =~,~o,w,X n + (to _[_ to t  tOO),)( I _ tocv) - l ( i  _ toL ) - lb ,  
n=0,1  . . . . .  (1 .4)  
is called the unsymmetric successive overrelaxation (USSOR) method [7]. The 
symmetric successive overrelaxation (SSOR) method is obtained from (1.4) on 
taking to = to' [7]. 
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In this paper, we give an upper bound for the norm of e , ,  = x - x , ,  in  
terms of the norms of 8,, = x,, - x,, i and 8,,+ ~ and their inner product. 
Thus we have 
e,,+l =SPo..~,e-,,. 8.+~ =JL, o.,a,, 
and 
<, = (~-~ ~,) - '~ a,, (1.5) , o3, ~o' " 
Therefore 
- a . il I1~, , / I .  IIE.II~ll(I-~,o.,o,) II II~Y.. ,c 
As the above estimate fbr Ile,,ll is not particularly useful when the matrix 
JR, ~' is not symmetric (see [6]), we establish an upper bound for Ile,,H using 
some orthogonality properties of the eigenvectors of J~,  o,'. The eigenvalues 
/, of the Jacobi matrix are related to the eigenvalues A of the matrix J~,, ,. by 
a second degree equation, (2.4), which will be usefi]l to obtain the bound. 
In the sequel we must know the sign of the discriminant A~ of (2.4). 
Thus, let us consider the following values for ~o and w': 
0, ~ [1, +~[  and ,,,' e [1 ,  +~[ ,  (1.6) 
or  
o,~(]-o¢,0[u]0,1])  and o, '~]-~,1] ,  (1.r) 
or  
"2 /.O r 
~o-  / z~(1  - w ' )  1 + 1 - w '  
o r  
2 1 - - - '~  ' 2 w '  [ V/i- /2- o)
o2 ~ ~2 w' 02' [ and 
I - w '  I - ' (1  - o2 ' )~ 2 1 - 
~' ~] -~%][. (1.,9) 
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or  
2 oJ' 2 1 - 1//1 _~2 ~o' [ 
w~ (1 -  w')~2 1 -  ~"  1 -  ~' ~2 1 -  ~' and 
co' ~]1,  +~[ ,  (1.10) 
where ~ and tx i (i = 1 . . . . .  m) are the spectral radius and the eigenvalues of 
the Jacobi matrix, respectively. We can easily see that for o) and ~o' given in 
[(1.6), (1.7)], (1.8), and [(1.9), (1.10)], A~ is positive, zero, and negative, 
respectively. 
As was mentioned before, the SSOR method is a special case of the 
USSOR method. Thus, some results for that method can also be obtained. 
We would like to point out that in (1.8), o) and o9' can be expressed in 
terms of ~, since ~ is attained. As is well known, good methods to estimate 
may be found in [2]. 
2. THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF SP, o,~, 
As the error bound obtained in this paper remains valid if some eigenval- 
ues of the matrix B given by (1.3) are zero, we will consider for simplicity a 
Jacobi matrix with nonzero eigenvalues. A consequence of this assumption is
that B must be a matrix of even order, for instance 2m,  and N and N r are 
square matrices of order m (see [3]). Since A of (1.1) is a symmetric, positive 
definite, and consistently ordered matrix, the eigenvalues of B are related by 
-1  < - / z  m ~< - /x . , _  1 ~ "'" ~ -~1 < 0 < ]..L 1 ~ "'" ~ ].Z,n_ 1 ~ /"tin < 1 
(2.1) 
(see [7]), and the eigenvectors of the matrix B are an orthogonal basis of the 
space E 2'' [2]. 
Let 
h~ = [h~r;h~] and v~ = [h~r;-hire] r, i=  1 . . . . .  m, (2.2) 
be the eigenvectors of the matrix B given in (1.3), corresponding to the 
eigenvalues /x~ and -/zi ,  respectively. Thus we have 
Nhil  = txih~2 and Nrh i2  = txih~l, i = 1 . . . . .  m.  (2.3) 
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The vectors h i and vi, i = 1 . . . . .  m, are an orthogonal basis of the space 
E 2"~. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 15.6.2 and 5.2.2 of [7], we 
have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let  A be a consistently ordered matrix with nonvanishing 
diagonal entries, and let ~ ,  ~, be the iteration matrix o f  the USSOR method. 
Then: 
(i) I f  IX is a nonzero eigenvalue o f  B and !f  X satisfies 
[A (1 to)(1 to')]~ A( + to' ' 2 ~ . . . .  to - toto ) IX-, (2.4) 
then a is an eigenvalue o f  5Po,, ~,. I f  tx = 0 is an eigenvalue of  B, then 
a = (1 - to)(1 - to') is an eigenvalue o f  SP,,o, o;. 
(ii) I f  a is an eigenvalue o f  ~o  o;, then there exists an eigenvalue tx of  B 
such that (2.4) holds. 
In the next theorem we obtain the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of" the 
matrix &~"o, , ,' of (1.4). 
TIIEOREM 2.2. Let  ~,  o; be the iteration matrix o f  the USSOR method 
and Ixi, i = 1 . . . . .  m, the eigenvalues o f  the nuatrix B. Then fi~r to + to' - 
t o toto' v~ O, 1 - to' + totoix7 4= O, and k~ 4= O, i = 1 . . . . .  m, tee have 
o>~,~,u i = aiu i and J~, ,~,k i =-a ik  i, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
where  
and 
,,, [h~i ,a ,< l  k, = [h~i ,a ,h~]" ,  = = r 2 i 1 . . . . .  m,  (2 .5 )  
:9 9 2(1 - , o ) (1  - to')  + ( to  + to' - to to ' ) - i x ;  + 
2 
2(1  - o ) ) (1  - to')  + ( to  + to' - to to ' )~g~ -
(2.6) 
i = 1 . . . . .  m.  
2 
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go.~(0) -  0 ) ,+  0)0)') + 
~i = 2go . , (1 -  0)' + 0)0)~.~) ' < = 
go .~(0) -  0), + 0)0)') - 
. zgo . , (1  - 0)' + 0)0)' ,g) 
(9.7) 
and 
Ai = go'2/x~ [ go'2/x~ + 4(1 - go)], i= l  . . . . .  m, (2.8) 
with go = to + to' - 0)0)'. 
Proof. From (2.4), we obtain a i and Ai given by (2.6). We can see that 
A i < 0 for the values 0) and 0)' given in (1.9) or (1.10), and A i > 0 for to 
and 0)' taken in (1.6) and (1.7). 
We can write the iteration matrix of the USSOR method as 
(1  - go) I1  + 0) ' (1  - 0))goNTN (1  - 0)')goN T + 0)0)ToNTNN T ] 
5P"'°' = (1 - 0))goN 0)goNN T + (1 - go)I 2 ] 
Therefore, using (2.3), we obtain the required result. • 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let cp be the iteration matrix o f  the SSOR method. 
Then we have fo r  w 4= 2 and 1 - w + w2tx2 i -¢ O, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
~ur  A*uy and ~k?  -* * . . ,  = = A ik i ,  i = 1,.  m, 
with 
u* = [hir, a*hr ]  r = . . . ,  i2j k* [h i r , -8*hr ]  r , / /~j , i = 1 ,  m (9 , .9 )  
where A*, -a*, a* ,  and -&* are obtained f rom (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, 
fo r  0) = 0) 1. 
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Fur thermore ,  i f  A i = 0 we can  still es tab l i sh  the  fo l low ing  resu l t  for  the  
USSOR method:  
LEMMA 2.2. Consider A~ = 0 and the vectors' 
i - - l I T  u = [h~i, oeih~] r and k, = O, 2a i  " ' i=  1 . . . . .  m,  (2 .10)  
with a i given in (2.7).  Then fi)r go and go' defined as in (1.7)  and for  
I ,9 
go - oo' + woo' ~ 0 and 1 - oo' + gOgOt*7 ~ O, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, we have 
~Sfto, to,H i = h i l l  i = - - (1  - -  £~)) / / i ,  i = 1 . . . . .  m,  
and 
u~ ,o,k , = - (1  - ?o)k, + 
¢ o 
(59(1 - -  got + OOgo~i ) -  
gO-  tO' q- gooot)  
u~, i = 1 . . . .  , m, 
where /z  i, i = 1 . . . . .  m, are the eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix, SP~. ~, is the 
iteration matrix of the USSOR method, and A~ is defined in (2.8). 
In  o rder  to obta in  the  main  resu l t  o f  th is  paper ,  in the  fo l low ing  theorem 
we es tab l i sh  the  express ions  for  the  inner  products  o f  some vectors ,  and  we 
prove  that  the  set  S = {u I . . . . .  u .... k I . . . . .  k,,,} is a bas is  o f  E2" :  
THEOREM 2.3. Let u~ and k,, i = 1 . . . . .  m, be the vectors" defined in 
t 2' (2.5)  o r  (2.10).  Then fi~r Co ~ O, w - oo' + ww' # 0, and 1 - w' + woo#i 4: 
0, the set S = {u 1 . . . . .  u,,, k 1 . . . . .  k,,,} is a basis of the space E 2"~ and we 
] l( lDe 
(,,,. nj> = (u , .  kg) = (u j ,  k,) = (k , ,  k j )  = O. 
I f  Aj < O, 1[ 
<u i ,k  i} = 72 1 + 
<k~,u,>= ~ 1+ 
( Bi + l /~i  ) 2 
Ai 
1[ .,.j 
(u i ,n i )  = (k i , k i )  = 72 1 + ~ , 
Ai 
i # j ,  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  m.  
i = 1 , . , . ,  m,  
i = l , . . . , tn ,  
i = l , . , . ,m.  
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I f  A~ >0,  
(u,, k,) = (k,, u,) = ~ 1 + ~Ai  ' i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
1( 
(u , ,u , )=~ 1+ At ' 
1[ (R 
(k i ,  k i )  = -~ 1 + -AI , i ~ 1 , . . . ,m.  
l f  A~ = O, 
U i U i 
t,,2 2 ] 1 (w-  w '+ woJ) tzi 
i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
(k i , k i  
,, 2~,2 
1 (1  - oY+ tOtO ~LL i ) 
2 (o~ - o ;+ o,o~')2~, '
i ~ 1 , . . . ,  Hl, 
(u i , k i  = (k i ,u i}  = ¼, i = 1 , . . . ,  m,  
where A i = 2W/.,~i(1 -- O9' q- ~09~ 2) and B i = Col~(w - w' + o9o9'), i = 
1, . . . ,  m. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 in [1] and from I~mma 2.2 and Theorem 2.2, we 
easily obtain the desired expressions for the inner products. 
We now prove that the vectors u i, k~, i = 1 . . . . .  m, are linearly indepen- 
dent. Let 
m 
,y., (o~,,~ + t~,k~) = o, 
i=1  
i = l , . . . ,m,  
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where Oi and pi are constants. Therefore, considering the inner products 
with ui and ki, we obtain 
Oi(ui,ui) + pi(ui, kj) = 0, i = l,.. 
@ilk,, ui> + PiCki, ki) = 0, i = l,.. 
, m, 
(2.11) 
, m. 
If Ai < 0, then according to Lemma 1 of [3], (2.11) can be written as 
and 
Thus the determinant of the coefficients of Oi and pi is 
1+ 
B; - Ai 
A; 
CD, = z 
1-t If 
B;2 - A, 
A; 
i = l,...,m, 
i = l,..., m. 
If Ai > 0, we can see in a similar way that the determinant referred above is 
-@,, which is also nonzero. 
When Ai = 0, i.e., for w and w’ given in (1.8), we have 
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and 
p 2", 2 
0 i /3 i (1 -  to'+ toto/z i) 
r-~2 2 4 2 t to - to' 4- toto ,  /xi \ - - /  
and the determinant  qb i is now given by 
=0,  i=1  . . . . .  m,  
1 (1 -  to'+ toto~z~) 2 
~ '  = 4 (to - to' + toto')2/x~ ss 0, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
I f  in the above theorem we consider to = to', then we have the following 
result: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let u* and k*, i = 1 . . . . .  m, be the vectors defined in 
(2.9), and A* the quantity obtained f rom (2.8) taking to = to'. Then the set 
S = {u~ . . . . ,  um,* k? . . . .  , k,,*} is a basis of  the space E 2m, and one has 
<u~*,u;> = <uT,k ;> = <u~', k~> = <k,*, k;> = o, 
i # j ,  i , j=  l . . . . .  m, 
and 
<uT,L*> = <k,*,uT> = ~- 1 + 7~ , 
Ai 
<~,, ~7 > = 2- i + AT 
1[ S <k*,kt> = ~ i + 7~[ 21 
2 2 with A* =2to(2 -  to ) /x , (1 -  to+ to/x,),  B* = to3(2 -  to)/z~, and i = 
1, . . . ,m.  
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3. A BOUND FOR II<,II 
Let u i and ki, i = 1 . . . . .  m, be the vectors defined in Theorem 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.2. Consider 
HI 
an = ~ (gill+ -}-Llgi) = E "~E" (3 .1 )  
i=1 i=1 
From (1 .5 )we have 
i= I  
t*l 
e,, = ( I  --~aj, oj,)-l~to, to,~+, ~- E ( I  -J+~o +') 1~+ +o'W, (3.3) 
i=1 
From Theorem 2.3 we have (W+, W]> = 0 for i =g j, and from (3.1)-(3.3), we 
have  
II ,+II ~ E+, (3.4) 
i=1 
<a,+, a,++,> = E v,, (3.5) 
i=1 
lla,,+,ll + = ~ G,  (3.B) 
i= l  
Ill 
I1<+112 = E H++ (3.7) 
i= I  
where /+:+ = llw, lff, F+ = <w,, ~,o , ,w,>,  ~, = llJ~.o,,w, ll ~, and 
t .  W e H, =11( I -~ , )  J~o,o, ,U , i = ] . . . . .  m. 
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In order to obtain a bound for Ile.II in terms of 118.11, <8., 8n+1)  , and 
II 8.+ 111, we establish the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E i, F i, Gi, and H i be the quantities defined above, 
and 
P i=(~o+o) ' -o2oa ' )2 (1 - tx2 i ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  m. 
Thus, for ~o 4: O, o) - ~o' + cow' 4: O, and 1 - oa' + o2'tx2i -4: O, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
we have 
HiPi z = (1 - o9)4(1 - o~')4Ei - 2(1 - o))Z(l - w')2Fi + Gi, 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3 we have: 
(i) ForA i ¢0 ,  
e2[ ( Bi 4- ] /~/ )  2 ] A i  
Ei = I1~112 = 2 1 + 
4- 1 4- ~4~ ' 
v, = (w i ,~ ,~,~)  e2[ 
=~-h i  1+ 
+ 2 '[ Ai 
Gi 
4- 
i = 1 . . . . .  m. (3.8) 
B~ - Ai )  
e~f~ 1 + - - -T -  
Ai 
i= l , . . . ,m,  
eif i(A 
2 x +-A~) 1 + 2 Ai 
i = 1 , . . . ,m,  
= L~ A~ 1 + + eifiAi-A i 1 + -7T - -  
Ai 
+ 2 i 1+ -A-~ , i=  1 , . . . ,m,  
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H, = II(z -~ ,  ~ , ) - '~ ,  ~,vg, II 2 = 2 -  \ 1 -~-77 ,  1 
ai-a i [ Bi ~- - A~ 
+e i f '  (i - h , .~  _ ~,) [ 1 + - -a~ 
+T~l -A i ]  1 A7 ' 
From a i and Ai ~ven in (2.6), we have 
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i = 1 , . . . ,m.  
P, = (I - A i ) (1  - A i )  = ( . ,  + " , '  - ¢°w ' )2 (  1 - ~)  
and 
a i~,  = (~ - . , ) " (1  - .,')='. 
Now we obtain s, t, and v such that 
H ilpi 2 = sE  i + t f  i + I )G i. 
From (3.9), we have 
Ai + Ai 
s + - -  
2 
,~ + - , /  + -£,~ = -g (1  - A,) ~. 
Solving the previous ystem of equations, we obtain 
s = (a~L)  ~ = (~ - " , )~(1 - tot) d" 
t 2 ,~,  2 (1  ",)~(~ ' = - -  = __  __  - - " , ) -  
1 3 = 1 .  
(:3.~) 
(am) 
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(ii) For A i = O, 
1 E, = lie,-, +%k,II 2 = e~i  + 7e,% + f, eX i, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
F~ = <e~u~ +%k, , (e ,A ,  + ¢~%)u, +f~a~k,> 
1 = e,(e, a, + ~0,%)¢, + ~(2e,% + 0 , i f )  + ffa~ X~, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
G~ = II(e~& + ~O~%)u, +%A,k , I I  2 
= (eiai  + i%) {i + ½[%Ai(eiAi  + W/N)] +%eA/2X, i = 1, . .  m 
H, = (e,X, + 0~%)(1(1 - ,) 2 -  )q) + %,~t/,, u~ + l%a'- X~ k, 2 
(e~*i + ¢if i  - eia2i) 2 f ia i (e ia i  + ~-Iifi - -  Git~"2i) 
(1 -- a i )  4 ~'i + 2(1  -- a~) a 
+ (1 - Ai) '2 Xi, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
Pi = (1 - ~.i)2, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
where 
1[ (to _ to,+ toto,)2p~ 
4(1 -  to '+  tow)x~) 2
¢ 2~ 2 
(1 - to '+  totot*~ )
, x~ = 2( to -  to '+  to to ' )2 t~ ' 
and 
- to' + toto> )  
qJi = , i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
( to  - to' + toto')  
As in case (i), we can see that the values of s, t, and v given by (3.10) verify 
the equation (3.9). • 
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From the previous theorem we obtain the fol lowing result for the SSOR 
method:  
COROLLARY 3.1. Let Ei, ~,  Gi, I~, and ~ be the quantities obtained 
from Ei, Fi, Gi, Hi, and Pi, respectively, on taking to = to'. Then we have 
^ ^O 
H,P,- = (1 - to)8/~ i - 2(1 - to)4/~/ + d~, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Now, we obtain a bound for l ie, I] in the fol lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A of (1.1) be a symnwtric, positive definite, and 
consistently ordered matrix of the fi)rm (1.2). I f  the parameters' to and to' 
verify (1.6)-(1.10),  then for go 4=0, w-  o2' + wto' ¢0 ,  and 1 - to'+ 
t 0 WtolX T ~ O, i = 1 . . . . .  m, the error bound for e,, is ~iven by 
1 
HE,,II 2 < ~[ ( to  - 1)4(to , _ 1)411a II 2 
-2 ( to '  - 1)2(o9 - l )e (6 , , ,  6,,+~) + II ,,11"] 
where P = (to + w' - ww')2(1 - ~2), with ~ = max{/xi : i = 1 . . . . .  m}. 
Proof. From the previous theorem,  we have 
H,e?  = (1 - to )4(1  - to , )4e ,  _ 2 (1  - ~o)~(1 - to ' ) :~' ,  + C , ,  
i = 1, . . . .  m. 
As /x i ~< ~,  then Pi >/P  (i + 1 . . . . .  m) and we have 
(1 - o , )4 (1  - to ' )4~i  - 2 (1  - to)~(1 - to ' )~F,  + C, 
Hi <~ p2 
Thus, from the equal it ies (3.4)-(3.7),  we obtain the requi red result. • 
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For the SSOR method we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let the matrix A of (1.1) be a symmetric, positive 
definite, and consistently ordered matrix of the form (1.2). Then, denoting by 
~,, the error bound for the SSOR method, we have 
1 
115,,11 1)S[l~n[I 2-  2(to- 1)4< n,  n+l ) -[- [l~nll 2] 
where ~,~ and fi are obtained from 8 n and P by taking to = to' in Theorem 
3.2. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
For illustrative purposes we consider the linear system Ax = b, where 
A = 
4 0 0 0 -1  -1  
0 4 0 0 -1  -1  
0 0 4 -1  -1  0 
0 0 -1  4 0 0 
-1  -1  -1  0 4 0 
-1  -1  0 0 0 4 
and b = lil 4 
This system can be obtained from a diseretization of the Laplace equation [1], 
using the five-point difference scheme• From Theorem 3.2 we obtain Table 1 
where B~,, denotes the upper bound for []~,,]l and the parameters to and to' 
are chosen according to the conditions (1.6)-(1.10)• 
TABLE 1 
ft  tO tO ¢ Bs ,  ~ 
11 1.1 1.09 
l l  1.1 1.1 
65 0.5 0.1 
63 0.5 0.5 
24 0.896771 1.2 
30 1.5 0•8 
58 0.5 1.3 
3.11399784613524E-09 
3.14212130098717E-09 
9.14382975999040E-09 
7.94756932425498E-09 
5.92333421060274E-09 
6•62040745145474E-09 
7.55184895946912E-09 
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